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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the audience to a Battery Cell
Bypass Switch, an NEA Electronics product. After an
introduction to the product and how it operates, we
explain how we implemented mechanisms test approach
standards into what had been procured as a pyrotechnic
device (Group A, Group B testing, etc), and the
operational limit to the product that was discovered.
The paper tells the chronological time-line of the
investigation and closes with a list of lessons learned.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Battery Cell Bypass Switch is an electrically
initiated, single-pole double-throw switch that bypasses
and isolates failed battery cell banks. Actuation is
initiated electrically by burning a Fuse Wire (FW), which
allows a Restraining Wire (RW) to unravel… split spool
halves to separate… and a spring-loaded commutation
driver to translate, thus ‘switching’ into a new terminal
configuration.
NEA produces many configurations of this switch, with
circuit capabilities from 100A to 400A. The terminal
geometry is typically defined by the customer. This paper
focuses on a midsize product (200A), shown in Figure 1.

case scenarios, a cell failure could lead to series of
chemical reactions and ultimately ‘thermal runaway,’
and incite cascading cell failures. The Battery Cell
Bypass Switch contains this risk by allowing for remote
bypass of degrading cells.
1.2 UNDERSTANDING FLIGHT HERITAGE
NEA has produced thousands of these switches with no
on orbit failures. This includes the rigor of environmental
testing at the component level, battery level, and
spacecraft level, plus exposure on orbit.
However, from this investigation, it became apparent that
there was limited actuation history (at system level)
beyond extensive component level testing (at NEA). To
our knowledge, we (Lockheed Martin Space), as of 2018,
had never actuated a switch on orbit, at SV testing, nor at
battery level testing. On orbit, to NEA’s best knowledge,
there have only ever been a handful of actuations (which
were planned – not due to cell failure), with 100%
mission success.
1.3 MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
As mounted in flight batteries, the switches are mounted
to two electrical bus bars as depicted in Figure 2. The
housing body in between is floating. The T3 interface is
attached via a jumper to the next bus bar. The flying leads
(in green, per Figure 1) go to the fuse wire.

Figure 2. Mechanical/Electrical Interfaces – Battery
1.4 HOW IT WORKS
Figure 1. Battery Cell Bypass Switch (external view)
1.1 PURPOSE FOR THE SWITCH
Lithium Ion Batteries must maintain their cells within a
temperature/voltage operational window to ensure high
performance - and preclude catastrophic failure. In worst

The switch is comprised of a Fuse Wire Assembly
(FWA), Conductor Driver, and three fixed terminals
(T2, T1, T3). They are all housed in a phenolic material.
The FWA is the ‘initiator’ for a desired commutation.
Two halves of a Split Spool keep the Conductor Driver
from translating. The Spools are held together by a
Restraining Wire that wraps around. The end (right end,
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per Figure 3) of the Restraining Wire is anchored by a
simple Fuse Wire.
The Conductor Driver is the subassembly that translates
right (Figure 3) upon actuation. The spring-loaded
plunger (right) is restrained by the Split Spool. At the left
end, Bal Seal Springs provide a low friction, but
electrically robust interface to the insides of the fixed
terminals (T2, T1, T3).
To actuate, first, a firing pulse, as low as 2A (…for now),
‘burns’ the Fuse Wire (FW), which releases the ‘hook’
end of the Restraining Wire (RW). Subsequently, the RW
unravels, allowing the split spools to separate radially.
As the spools clear, the spring-loaded Conductor Driver
translates to the right. The Conductor Driver connects the
fixed T2 and T1 terminals (via Bal Seal Springs) to start.
Once the Conductor Driver translates, the electrical
configuration will switch from the (1) nominal T2:T1
condition, pass through (2) a brief T2:T1:T3 connection,
finishing in the (3) T1:T3 bypassed configuration. The
duration of the T2:T1:T3 connection is referred to as
Make Before Break (MBB) Time in testing, and is
indicative of mid commutation speed.



this is indicative of ‘speed’ at mid travel)
Commutation Time <10 ms (time from fuse
open to commutation completion – i.e., when
T2, the left-most terminal, is electrically
disengaged)

The switch weighs <130 g (4.59 oz). A 3D model is
available for download on NEA’s website.
These requirements were dictated by Lockheed Martin
Space, justified by NEA Electronics development history
at 1.2 A (25 actuations), and successful testing for
multiple customers at 2 A.
1.6 ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS
This switch design had been earlier qualified as follows:
 Shock (~2022 G’s Hz above 1326 Hz)
 Sine Vibe
 Random Vibe 35.1 Grms qual
o (17.9 Grms Acceptance)
 -30°C to 70°C Qual Temperature Range
o (-10°C to 60°C Acceptance)
2.0 TEST APPROACH - HISTORICAL
The ‘heritage’ qualification and acceptance test
approaches aligned with pyrotechnic standards. For
standard flight orders, 100% of switches go through
Group A testing, and a sample of Lot Acceptance Test
(LAT) units go through Group B testing. Qual Testing is
the similar, except with more expansive testing.
Group A: 100% of Switches went through a series of
electrical tests, including “no fire” exposure, and thermal
shock exposure.

Figure 3. 8020 series switch w/ translucent housing
(different size switch from subject product)
1.5 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
NEA produces many variants of 100 A to 400 A load
capable switches; general performance requirements can
be found on NEA’s website (www.neaelectronics.com).
Requirements vary significantly between customers.
Below are the requirements used in this application.
Electrical
 200 A Switch Load, max
 2 A Actuation Current, min (as of early 2018)
 Burn Time <150 ms
 Make Before Break Duration <1 ms (the brief
time all three terminals are electrically engaged;

Group B: Subsequently, a sample of Lot Acceptance
Test (LAT) switches are exposed to Random Vibration
and Thermal Cycling. The switches were then removed
from the fixture, and suspended (hanging freely) in a
chamber, and then actuated (2.0 to 2.2 A; ambient
pressure) in one of two conditions: (1) cold (-10°C), or
(2) ambient (+25°C) with a 200 A battery load replicated
across T1 & T2.
Qualification: Same as Group B, except with the
addition of shock testing and power conditioning, and
Actuations at -30°C & 70°C (plus 200 A battery load).
Electrical testing and inspections are performed before,
during, and after environments.
2.1 TEST APROACH – IMPLEMENTATION OF
MECHANISM STANDARDS
At the start of this effort, Lockheed Martin Space updated
performance requirements and test requirements to take
more of a hybrid pyrotechnic/mechanisms approach.
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Force Margin approach updated
Critical Clearance revisited
Group B actuations now performed in vacuum,
while mechanically mounted (see Figure 4)
o In prior testing, it was suspended (free
hanging) for actuations
Actuation Current tolerances changed to
1.95 +/- 0.05 A for test.
o The previous test plan specified 2.0 to
2.2 A test range, which did not bound
the 2 A performance requirement
o Accounts for test equipment accuracy

it turned out to be data contaminated by facility noise.
It was an inauspicious start. The initial ‘fishbones’
(Ishikawa diagram) of interest were rooted in the new test
requirements – primarily that the switch was (a) mounted
mechanically to a test fixture (as opposed to hanging
freely), and (b) actuated in vacuum for the first time.
Coincidentally, this lot had also been subjected to the
most pervasive vetting of Force Margin (vs. historical).
The available force from the compression springs was
measured, and the resistive force of the commutation
driver passing through terminals was measured on every
switch in a motorized test. Confoundingly, the data did
not correlate with the commutation or MBB time data
(nor would it with subsequent actuations).
Critical Clearances had also, by coincidence, been revetted for this contract. Ultimately, this did not prove to
be fruitful in the root cause investigation.
2.3 THE FIRST ROOT CAUSE (we thought…)

Figure 4. New Actuation Test Configuration
2.2 THE FIRST TWO TEST FAILURES
For the first contract tested per the new requirements, 18
Qual and/or LAT switches were slated for actuation at
hot (70°C), ambient, or cold (-30°C). As planned,
following Thermal Shock, Random Vibe, and Thermal
Cycling, they would be actuated at the following
temperatures (not in the order shown). This would be the
first time actuations were performed while mechanically
mounted, in vacuum, and at the new 1.95 A actuation
current target for test (bounding the “minimum”
performance requirement):
 70°C (w/200 A load), 4 units
 25°C (w/200 A load), 6 units
 -10°C (w/ no load), 4 units
 -30°C (w/ no A load), 4 units
Following uneventful Group A testing, four units started
Group B testing (RV, TC), and went into Thermal
Vacuum for the first actuation tests (two @ 25°C,
two @ -10°C). Two switches failed the commutation
time requirement (time from fuse open circuit until
commutation completion):
 25°C, 2x: Both successful (2 for 2, ambient)
 -10°C, 2x: Both failed (0 for 2, cold)
o 20 ms commutation (s/b <10 ms), and
7.6 ms MBB time* (s/b <1 ms)
o 40 ms commutation (s/b <10 ms)
*Note the slow Make Before Break (MBB) time (the brief
time where all three terminals are electrically engaged;
typically 0.4 ms) turned out to be spurious data due to a
test set up issue. This was significant in driving the
direction of the early troubleshooting efforts, as MBB is
notionally an indicator for commutator speed. Ultimately

The ‘aha’ moment (at least at the time) was when we
realized that the switches appeared to be bent. Ultimately,
we discovered that the test set up placed the
thermocouple under the switch (interferes with the test
fixture); the force from the six mounting fasteners was
bending the switch, both elastically and plastically.

Figure 5. Thermocouple Interference
Direction was provided to rebuild these four switches,
update procedures to relocate the thermocouple to the
side of the switch body, and proceed with testing.
2.4 THE THIRD FAILURE (big one)
The next two actuations occurred at 70°C, and then
-30°C. We encountered another failure:
 70°C, 1x: Successful (1 for 1, hot)
 -30°C, 1x: Failed (0 for 3, cold)
o unknown Commutation & MBB times
For this latest failure, the initial understanding was that
the commutation was so slow that the test equipment
failed to record either commutation or MBB times. We
knew that the fuse wire burned open (all burn times had
been nominal and in family to date).
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2.5 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING - XRAYS
Troubleshooting proceeded with non-destructive testing,
starting with x-rays taken on site. To our surprise, x-ray
inspection showed that the switch’s commutation driver
had not moved at all; test telemetry was not able to
discern this unexpected scenario, vs. what we thought
was a data (Make Before Break Time) acquisition issue.
Images implied that the hook at the base of the RW might
have just started to unfurl. It revolved about ~15 deg
around (the hook normally flies several revolutions
around the spools as the helix torsionally unfurls; the RW
is tethered to one of the spools at the top).

Figure 8. Fuse Melted into Phenolic Base

2.6 CT SCANS
Next, we took the risk of transporting the ‘stuck’ switch
to perform a CT Scan (courtesy of The Aerospace
Corporation). Having survived the trip (still stuck), CT
Scan images provided enough detail to (a) confirm that
the FW had broken open, (b) showed the downstream*
FW stub stuck under and over the RW hook. The ‘base’
is visible in Figure 6 (lower half of right image).
*the ‘downstream’ stub refers to the FW end that the RW
has to ‘unthread’ from at first motion. The ‘upstream’
stub is behind (out of the way of) this first motion (see
Figure 7).

Figure 9. Fuse Pinning RW (bobby pin)
2.7 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
(SEM) IMAGES
Subsequently, we did a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) analysis (The Aerospace Corporation) of the RW
and FW remnants, after manually separating the RW
from the fuse (Figure 10). There were no surprise
compositional elements found, but we did get images that
provided new evidence. As the RW ‘unthreaded’ off the
FW stub, it scraped material off the hot fuse (bottom
image of Figure 10), leaving behind a build up (17-µm
high in one instanceupper left image, Figure 10).

Figure 6. CT Scan of Stuck Switch

Figure 7. CT Scan of Stuck Switch vs. Unfired Switch
The next step was to open the switch for visual
inspection. We traded different options for how to do this
while preserving the stuck condition, including the idea
of machining or melting away the side walls. Ultimately,
we decided to non-destructively disassemble it, so as to
preserve the components (including the housing) for
detailed inspection. NEA provided tooling to surgically
execute this disassembly.
We were again amazed – both by the fact that it remained
stuck, and by what we saw. This is the first time we could
see that the FW stub had in fact been caught between the
phenolic base and the RW (Figure 8). In its final state, the
FW resembled a bobby pin, stiff enough to pin down the
RW (Figure 9).

Figure 10. Stuck Switch (SEM)
2.8 HIGH SPEED VIDEOS (the re-enactment)
At this point, our ‘scorecard’ showed we were 3 for 3 at
ambient or hot, and 0 for 3 at cold (-10°C or -30°C), with
our new ‘Test Like You Fly’ test improvements
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(mechanical mount, vacuum, and sub 2-A actuation
current). We also knew that these switches had all been
bent during thermal cycling (even though the last two
units actuated with relocated thermocouples). There had
been prior instances of slow commutation times, and
some (rare) out of family MBB times, but this was the
first known ‘failure to actuate.’
For the next phase of troubleshooting, we sought to better
understand behavior at the FWA. We performed a series
of high-speed videos using FWA samples, first using a
switch assembly with translucent housing components,
and ultimately with an open air FWA (since we knew the
last failure occurred in first motion, essentially). We
found 30k frames per second (FPS) the optimal rate. For
practical reasons, all high-speed videos were taken at
ambient pressure and temperature.
We first focused on whether different workmanship
characteristics (the height/clearance of the RW’s first
wrap) influenced the propensity to recur this stuck
condition. This was not fruitful.
Next, we varied the actuation currents from 1.8 to 3.4 A.
Herein, it was clear that this variable had a significant
influence in how the fuse ‘fails.’ In total (including
archived videos NEA shared), we studied over 20 highspeed videos.
At the lowest currents, the FW visibly heats up at both
the upstream (left of the RW contact point) and
downstream (right of the RW contact point) segments. A
distinction between the upstream and downstream
segment is made because the RW must unthread from the
downstream segment only, not the upstream, the impact
of this is described below. The contacts (at the base of the
fuse loop) and the RW hook at the apex were heat sinks
for the glowing fuse. The wire could be seen visibly
stretching, and consistently broke at the upstream (left
segment per Figure 11) segment. The RW’s
‘circumferential’ tension pulls the downstream segment
counter clockwise (right), first slamming the hot fuse
segment into the phenolic base, and then unthreading the
needle (RW hook) over the long thread (molten steel). In
one frame, you can see the fuse stub take the ‘bobby pin’
form under and over the RW hook; this time, the RW
slipped out.
In some instances, you can see the fuse fail in tension
(with two glowing stubs sticking ‘up’), and a pause
before the RW starts to unravel. This pause has been
observed to be as long as 100 ms. This immediately
became the leading fishbone to explain the slow
commutation times experienced at the first two cold
actuations. The videos also emphasized the notion that
the RW is unstoppable once it builds momentum (even
as it whips into the fuse stubs or drags around a piece of
fuse wire with it).

Figure 11. High Speed Video Screenshots – 1.8 A
(long downstream stub)
At the higher currents, the fuse failed faster, as expected.
To our surprise, the location of the break changed, now
consistently failing at the downstream segment. It was
also a more explosive event. In Figure 12, the fuse fails
at the downstream segment, and then the stub explodes
upon impact with the phenolic base trench. In this
scenario, the RW hook only has to separate from the
(relatively unheated) fuse apex.

Figure 12. High Speed Video Screenshots – 3.4 A
(long but harmless upstream stub)
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The body of high-speed video data implied that the fuse
consistently* breaks at the upstream segment (i.e., long,
molten, downstream stub) when actuated at and below
2.8 A. The higher currents broke consistently
downstream, requiring the RW to disengage a much
shorter fuse remnant (i.e., safer). Remember, however,
that these were in ambient conditions*.
*Subsequent LAT/Qual actuations were performed at
3.12 A, in vacuum, at various temperatures. Postactuation inspections showed 25% (4 of 16) still broke
upstream, leaving a long downstream stub (undesirable).
This happened for 3 of 5 ambient tests, and 1 of 7 cold
(-1°C). This convolutes the previously implied trend that
cold actuations were less reliable.

Temperature is an interesting factor. Notionally, the
lower starting temperature should influence which fuse
wire segment reaches its respective tensile failure point
first. Empirically, after the first six actuations (all three
failures were cold tests), it looked like it would be one of
the primary causes. However, in subsequent testing at
higher currents (3.12 A) and more benign cold
temperatures (-1°C), performance did not correlate as
expected (slightly better results at ambient vs. cold).
Ultimately, the primary root cause was determined to be
a combination of the low actuation currents and low RW
stored energy, with temperature and vacuum as
contributing factors.

2.9 AFFECT OF MECHANICAL LOADS ON
FORCE MARGIN
In parallel, we ran a series of tests to vet the influence of
mechanical abuse on the switch (recall the thermocouple)
vs. force margin (and thus commutation time, and MBB
time). A fixture was devised to perform motorized drag
tests (commutation driver through terminals), while
applying loads on the terminals at various vectors up to 7
lb (31 N). We repeated this with a switch that was
assembled with intentionally low fastener torques,
making the structure less stiff. There was no discernible
influence on drag (and thus force margin). We concluded
that commutation times were insensitive to mechanical
loads (robust design).
3.0 ROOT CAUSE (final answer!)
There were multiple contributing factors to both the
failed actuation and the slow actuations. While not
addressed in this paper, many other potential causes were
systematically eliminated throughout the course of the
investigation (including, notably, switch workmanship).

3.1 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
A series of corrective actions were put in place,
addressing future switch orders, switches in procurement,
those already integrated, and those already in orbit.
Operating system margins were reduced as follows:
The primary change was to redefine the minimum
actuation current to 3.2 A (a compromise, presuming ‘the
higher the better’). All remaining tests were performed at
3.12 A, to bound the requirement, and account for test
equipment accuracy.
The cold limit was also changed to -1°C (more in line
with thermal predicts). Although the influence of cold
temperatures in tandem with the higher actuation current
was inconclusive, a programmatic decision was made to
use the relaxed cold temperature, as it was also more
‘Test Like You Fly.’

The four most prominent factors were:
 Actuation Current
 RW force (to unravel)
 Vacuum
 Temperature

In addition, it became apparent that the practice of
running thermal cycles on LAT units, breaking
configuration, and resetting for thermal vacuum
actuations was both inefficient and deviating from Test
Like You Fly principles. For future production, we will
run three thermal vacuum cycles, actuating on the third
cycle – this exposes the hardware to less overall cycling,
but more cycling at vacuum preceding actuations.

Actuation Current investigation determined that
actuation current has a significant influence on the way
the fuse breaks and disengages the RW.

Additional changes were made, or are in work, including
an NEA development effort to improve the ‘force
margin’ to release the RW from the FW.

In a typical pyrotechnic device, once the fuse is blown,
the rest should be unstoppable. In this case, the RW force
(stored energy) to overcome these should have been
higher. This would make the other factors moot.

3.2 LESSONS LEARNED

Vacuum influences the thermal gradient across the fuse
wire, which influences where it fails (varying tension).
Consequently, it also influences the metallurgical
influences (friction and/or scraping of fuse material) of
the RW unthreading from the FW.

1.

2.

“Don’t worry, it’s got lots of heritage” – For
a device that is only used as a contingency, on
orbit pedigree does not necessarily provide
confidence for operational reliability.
Functional Testing in Vacuum – We should
test mechanisms in vacuum for better Test Like
You Fly pedigree with respect to aerodynamic
effects,
thermal
gradients,
tribological
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

performance, etc… and for the reasons we don’t
foresee!
Thermocouple placement – Typically this is a
cautionary tale in test design to prevent thermal
over-test or under-test… in this case, it was for
that and more.
Performance
Requirement
vs.
Test
Requirements – Lockheed Martin Space
specified an actuation current of 2A minimum,
as a performance requirement. In prudence, this
should be treated as a maximum value, in the
test requirements. In this unique case, the
change from 2.1 A to 1.95 A was consequential.
Requirements Haggling – The relationship
between actuation current and burn time is well
defined (granted, perhaps not the risk of THIS
failure happening). Although before my time, I
can envision a negotiation between the product
engineer and the electrical subsystem engineer
to set the minimum actuation current. Although
the nice round number of 2 A was convenient,
from a power perspective, it did not need to be
that low. By ‘sharpening the pencil,’ we were
able to increase it to 3.2 A.
In Family Analysis – We sometimes impose in
family analysis as a requirement for test data. In
other words, not only should data meet explicit
pass/fail requirements, but statistical outliers to
‘in family’ expectations should be explainable.
In this case, 3 of 6 units failed actuation testing
per Lockheed Martin Space requirements. In
development testing, two of those (actuated, but
with slow commutation times) may not have
been considered failures. In hindsight, they may
have foreshadowed our experience in 2018.
Post-Test Forensic Inspections – We are used
to performing detailed inspections of
disassembled mechanisms after a life test.
Although not always practical, consider
performing destructive physical analysis (DPA)
with well-defined objectives.

Concurrently, Lockheed Martin Space and NEA
Electronics are working on design improvements that
improve force margins, and hope to be able to present the
results of this development effort at a future symposium.
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4.0 SUMMARY
There are moving mechanical assemblies throughout a
space vehicle – including many that are not labelled a
mechanism. In this story, the implementation of
mechanism standards and test like you fly practices
revealed a new failure mode, of one such product.
Preliminary theories gave way to a surprising root cause
conclusion, after a strong, collaborative effort between
Lockheed Martin Space, NEA Electronics, and The
Aerospace Corporation. Ultimately, with flight
representative requirements implemented, the failure
review board authorized flight use of this batch, and an
ok to proceed with on-going orders with the current
switch design.
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